
INSTRUCTION SHEET IS104PB (Iss1)

The cabin air filter is located
behind the glove compartment.

Open the glove compartment &
remove the support arm by sliding
the arm off the pin (A) or removing
the screw (B) (if either are fitted).

Push each side of glove box (A & B)
to release catches then lift back of 
glove box to release hinges then 
remove  glove box. (Glove box 
remains attached on left hand side)
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To remove filter assembly, squeeze
tabs on both sides as shown and pull 
filter assembly out.
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Remove used filter from tray, fit
new filter to tray making sure
that flat side is facing down.

5

Filter clicks into
position in 6 places

Push new filter assembly and tray
into position then refit all 
previously removed components,

Dispose of used filter correctly.
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TOYOTA CELICA
(Filter is located behind glove box)

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR RYCO CABIN FILTER RCA104P.
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